designed to
make work
rewarding
our reward & recognition platform is
delivers an exciting and sustainable
solution to recognising your employees.

www.bravobenefits.co.uk

let’s talk about

reward & recognition
Recognition in the workplace has a huge impact on employee engagement, retention, motivation
and satisfaction as it evokes a sense of gratitude, belonging and trust from your employees.
Our reward & recognition platform is an
outlet for your employees to appreciate one
another for great work, and tie recognition
given back to your core business values.
It’s easy and fun to use too!

celebrate

perks

Employers can celebrate birthdays and longservice rewards, as well as offering awards for
employee of the month as well as quarterly,
annual, teamwork and performance awards.

key features

rewards

Managers can also choose to reward
employees with perks. These can be anything
you choose to suit your staff and business,
such as ‘have a lie-in’ or ‘have an extra long
lunch break’.

values

Rewards are given in the form of vouchers
to spend on the Rewards Catalogue, where
employees get to choose from a wide variety
of brands.

Set values for the entire company or for
individual teams for employees to achieve.

personalisation
Personalise your platform by adding your logo
and branding colours and choosing images
for your messaging. Employees can also
personalise their profile by choosing an avatar
or uploading a profile image.

add budgets
Choose to add monetary budgets for
managers and admins to reward champion
employees and outstanding efforts.

give kudos
Employees give each other kudos, thanks and
congratulations when it is deserved and for
achieving the values that you set. Managers
are also encouraged to recognise employees.

round up emails
Monthly round-up emails are sent to
employees with activity updates from the
previous month.

benefits to the platform
streamline

inspire

empower

engage

If you have existing
company awards,
you can streamline
the process through
our platform.

Inspires teamwork
and revolutionises
the way employees
work with each
other.

Empower employees
to actively look
for opportunities
to reward their
colleagues.

Employees will be
more engaged with
your organisation,
increasing retention
and attraction.

Talk to a member of our team today

0330 333 9100

information@bravobenefits.co.uk
www.bravobenefits.co.uk

